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If your child is struggling with social science, then this book is for you; the short book covers the
topic and also contains 10 discussion questions, 10 activities, and 20 quiz style questions.This
subject comes from the book “Sixth Grade Social Science (For Homeschool or Extra Practice)”;
it more thoroughly covers more Sixth grade topics to help your child get a better understanding
of Sixth grade social science. If you purchased that book, or plan to purchase that book, do not
purchase this, as the activities are the same.

From the Back CoverSpirit Power explores the manifestation of the American Century in Korean
history with a focus on religious culture. It looks back on the encounter with American missionary
power from the late nineteenth century, and the long political struggles against the country’s
indigenous popular religious heritage during the colonial and postcolonial eras. The book brings
an anthropology of religion into the field of Cold War history. In particular, it investigates how
Korea’s shamanism has assimilated symbolic properties of American power into its realm of
ritual efficacy in the form of the spirit of General Douglas MacArthur. The book considers this
process in dialog with the work of Yim Suk-jay, a prominent Korean anthropologist who saw that
a radically cosmopolitan and democratic world vision is embedded in Korea’s enduring
shamanism tradition.Heonik Kwon is Senior Research Fellow of Social Anthropology at Trinity
College, University of Cambridge. His books include After the Korean War, The Other Cold War,
and Ghosts of War in Vietnam.Jun Hwan Park is an expert on Hwanghae shamanism.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorHeonik Kwon is Senior Research Fellow of
Social Anthropology at Trinity College, University of Cambridge, and a member of the Mega-
Asia research group at Seoul National University Asia Center. He is the author of After the
Korean War: An Intimate History (Cambridge, 2020), The Other Cold War (Columbia, 2010),
Ghosts of War in Vietnam (Cambridge, 2008; winner, George Kahin Prize), and After the
Massacre: Commemoration and Consolation in Ha My and My Lai (California, 2006, winner,
Clifford Geertz Prize).Jun Hwan Park is an expert on Hwanghae shamanism. He has published
widely on the symbolism of luck and the morality of money in Korea’s shamanic rituals. --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.
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© yossarian6 - Fotolia.comTable of ContentsAbout UsAncient IndiaAncient India: Discussion
QuestionsAncient India: ActivitiesAncient India: For Further ReadingAncient India: QuizAncient
India: Quiz AnswersAncient India: Works CitedDisclaimer This book was developed for parents
and students of no particular state; while it is based on common core standards, it is always best
to check with your state board to see what will be included on testing.About Us Homeschool
Brew was started for one simple reason: to make affordable Homeschooling books! When we
began looking into homeschooling our own children, we were astonished at the cost of
curriculum. Nobody ever said homeschool was easy, but we didn't know that the cost to get
materials would leave us broke.We began partnering with educators and parents to start
producing the same kind of quality content that you expect in expensive books...but at a price
anyone can afford. We are still in our infancy stages, but we will be adding more books every
month. We value your feedback, so if you have any comments about what you like or how we
can do better, then please let us know! To add your name to our mailing list, go here:Ancient
India Of the many powerful Asian empires, Ancient India is perhaps one of the most fascinating
– both because of its rich history, and because of the incredible culture it gave the world. Like
many eastern empires, it is often overlooked because of its thousands of years of complicated
history, but that will be simplified into an engaging timeline and examination of Ancient Indian
life. If we want to understand what Indian culture means to the world today, we must first
understand what it meant to the world centuries ago. Earlier, we discussed the Out-of-Africa
theory, the idea that humans originated in Africa and left through Egypt, entering the Middle
East; and from there, they spread to Europe and Asia, and from Asia they spread to North and
South America. Well, India was one of the first places, according to archaeologists, that ancient
humans went, considering how close it is to the Middle East. Along with its proximity to the
Arabian Sea, the Bengal Sea, and the Indian Ocean, it is a perfect location. India is home to
some of the biggest mountains in the world, the Himalayas, which stretch along the northeastern
edge. It borders Pakistan, Nepal, China, and Bangladesh, which offered it a great variety of
trading options. The fact that it was close to the sea was also a big plus – people there could
trade very easily! If there’s anything that we’ve learned so far, it’s that any form of water (lakes,
mountains, rivers, oceans) makes a perfect spot for civilization. It is estimated that humans first
set foot in India around fifty thousand years ago. As it did everywhere, it took a while for
civilization to start up. During the Bronze Age, Indian civilization finally kicked off, under a rule
known as the Harappan Empire. The people of this empire traded with people to the west – in
the lands currently known as Pakistan, Afghanistan, and even Iran.
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